
Introduction to
International Relations: IPE
Fall 2015

Meeting room: B143 Seminarraum
Meeting time: Tuesday, 13:45–15:15
ECTS Points 5.0

Professor: Nicole Rae Baerg
Email: nicole.baerg@uni-mannheim.de
Office hours: Tuesday 15:30–17:30pm

Course Description and Objectives

This course introduces the politics of international economic relations and globalization or “In-
ternational political economy,” or “IPE”. IPE focuses on the interactions at work in government
regulation of the market that’s the “political economy” part of the term specifically in aspects of
the market that involve cross-border transactions hence, “international.” More specifically, our
subject includes policy choices, institutions, and outcomes in international trade, multinational
corporations and investment abroad, currency arrangements, external borrowing and debt, and
other cross-border financial flows. We will ask and answer questions such as, “Why do states
manage to cooperate economically sometimes but not always?” “Why do governments promote
or restrict integration with global markets under different circumstances?” “What forces shape
the rules that states have crafted to govern their behavior on trade, investment, and currency
matters, and what impact do those rules have on state behavior?”

We will approach these subjects theoretically. That means we are interested in finding general-
izing explanations that provide insight into many IPE phenomena. Our framework in doing so
focuses on theoretical building blocks: who are the relevant actors? What are their interests?
What is the structure of power and institutions in which they interact? We will particularly
address the role of collective action problems, incomplete information, commitment problems,
and special interest group politics as sources of conflict in international political economy. We
will also examine the role of democratic and international institutions, as well as how national
security interests and market power shape international economic interactions. The objective is
for you to learn to think scientifically about political and economic affairs so that you learn to
look for generalizing explanations that are evaluated and supported by evidence.

Recommended Texts

Text. There is one required textbook for the course: Thomas Oatley, International Political
Economy, 5th ed. (New York: Longman, 2012). You may alternatively use the 4th edition if
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you wish, although the page numbers will be somewhat altered (4th edition page equivalents are
listed below in brackets after the 5th edition pages are identified). The book is available from
Amazon.com in a kindle version or from Amazon.de used for approximately 34 euros. Finally,
the book is also available at the library.

All other readings will be either made available to you or are available online. It is your respon-
sibility to find and to do all of the readings except for those few things from other books that I
will make available.

Current events. I suggest that you keep up with current events by reading the main international
economics stories of the day/week in either the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the
Financial Times, or the Economist. We will frequently discuss current economic events in class;
knowing some basic details about such events could also be useful on your exams as an option
but will not be mandatory where not otherwise covered in the assigned readings.

Grading and Evaluation

Grades in the course will be based on the following items:

1. Class Attendance and Participation

2. In-Class Writing Assignment

3. Take-Home Writing Assignment

Class Attendance and Participation. Including in-class attendance, questions, and discussion.
Evidence shows that students who attend class and are actively engaged learn more and perform
better. Part of your attendance/participation grade will be based on my records of your atten-
dance each day. The rest will incorporate my assessment of your course participation, including
(but not limited to) in-class questions and the quality of your engagement in class discussion
other activities.

In-Class Writing Assignment. There will be a midterm in-class writing assignment. The
in-class writing assignment will have both multiple choice questions and short answer questions.
You are responsible for materials in the readings as well as things that we discuss in class.

Take-Home Writing Assignment. The take-home writing assignment covers material from
the entire course though the material will be weighted more heavily on things that we learn about
after the midterm assignment. Like the midterm assignment, the take home writing assignment
will have both multiple choice questions and short answer questions. You are responsible for
materials in the readings as well as things that we discuss in class.

Late work. All work must be handed in to me personally in class the day it is due. I do
not accept late assignments. The take home writing assignment must be emailed to me no
later than December 21, 2015 at 23.59. Each day the take-home writing assignment is late
corresponds to a 5 percent grade reduction. I will not take assignments that are more than one
week (7 days) late.
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Office Hours and Email Policy

If you have questions about the class that are of a procedural nature—for example, regarding
attendance, late assignments, due dates, or class schedules—you may email me and expect a
response within 24 hours. Unfortunately, however, I can not answer any questions over email
that are of a substantive nature concerning the class material, assignments, or the final paper. If
you have these questions, please email me to make an appointment and use the assigned office
hours (see above).

Social Media, Laptop Policy, and being a Good Classroom Citizen

Preparation. This class is designed primarily as a lecture but with active group discussion and
questions during the lectures. It is incumbent upon students to attend all class meetings and
to complete the readings in advance in order to promote a successful class experience.
Class conduct. Laptop computers and cell phones are prohibited in class, without special
permission from the instructor (which will be given only in case of documented disability).
Please silence and put away all electronic devices prior to the start of class.
Punctuality. Please be on time. The noise and distraction of late arrivals is inconsiderate to
classmates.
Late assignment/absences. You will be penalized for missed exams and failure to attend classes,
unless the absence/delay is due to documented serious illness or is otherwise excused by me in
advance.

Class Schedule

Part I: Introduction

Week 1: Introduction
What is international political economy and why should you learn about it? Puzzles, perspec-
tives, and themes of the course.

Oatley, 1-20 [1-20]

Ben S. Bernanke, “Global Economic Integration: What’s New and What’s Not,” Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s Thirtieth Annual Economic Symposium, Jackson Hole,
Wyoming, August 25, 2006

Galina Hale and Bart Hobin, “The US Content of ‘Made in China,”’ FRBSF Economic
Letter 25 (August 8, 2011)

Part II: International Trade

Week 2: Why do states trade?
A class experiment. The principle of comparative advantage and the gains from trade. Predic-
tions and evidence: does trade raise income? What are some costs of trade?

Oatley, 45-53, 74-75 [46-64, 75-76]

Germany’s Most Important Trading Partners 2013
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https://www.destatis.de/EN/FactsFigures/NationalEconomyEnvironment/ForeignTrade/TradingPartners/Current.html


Marianne McCune, “Our Industry Follows Poverty: Success Threatens a T-Shirt Busi-
ness,” NPR: Planet Money (Dec 2, 2013) [podcast or transcript]

Week 3: Why do states restrict trade?
Forms and patterns of protectionism. The theory of collective action, logrolling, and the Smoot-
Hawley tariff. The fast-track system.

Oatley, 79-86 [80-93]

Kimberly A. Elliott, “Big Sugar and the Political Economy of US Agricultural Policy,”
Center for Global Development Brief, April 2005

Week 4: What is the source of comparative advantage?
Who opposes free trade? Is trade a partisan issue? The “factors” model. Example: the repeal
of the Corn Laws.

Oatley, 69-73 [71-76]

Michael J. Hiscox, International Trade & Political Conflict (Princeton: Princeton Univ.
Press, 2002), 71-75

“Obama and Romney Spar on China, Trade Despite Similar Plans,” Huffington Post (Oct
2012)

Week 5: Trade is what states make of it?
Challenges for developing countries in the global trading system. Trade preferences. Managing
the complexity of WTO rules.

Oatley, 111-157 [96-102, 114-133, 138-162]

Eric Reinhardt, “Testimony, United States Senate Finance Committee, Hearing on ‘US
Preference Programs: How Well Do They Work?”’ (May 16, 2007)

Norma Mansor, Noor Hasniah Kasim, and Yong Sook Lu, “Malaysia: Labeling Regulations
on Natural Rubber Condoms and the WTO TBT Agreement,” in Peter Gallagher et al.,
eds., Managing the Challenges of WTO Participation (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press,
2005), 337-348

Chana Joffe-Walt, “Why US Taxpayers Are Paying Brazilian Cotton Growers,” NPR:
Planet Money (Nov 9, 2010)

Part III: Immigration

Week 6: What explains the politics of immigration?
And why are more people than expected so opposed to globalization?

Anna Maria Mayda, “Why Are People More Pro-Trade Than Pro-Migration?”, Economics
Letters 101 (Dec 2008), 160-163

Rene Schwok “The Swiss vote to Curb Immigration and what it means for Europe,” Open
Democracy (Feb 2014)
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/24/obama-romney-china-trade_n_2003248.html
http://userwww.service.emory.edu/~erein/research/sfc.pdf
http://userwww.service.emory.edu/~erein/research/sfc.pdf


Dani Rodrik, “Free-Trade Blinders”, Project Syndicate (Mar 2012)

Week 7: What is the impact of remittances?
Who sends money home to their families and when? Are remittances a panacea for growth and
development?

Mandelman and Nosal. (2008) “Remittances ebb and flow with the Immigration Tide.”
Econ South, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

Singer. (2010). “Migrant Remittances and Exchange Rate Regimes in the Developing
World.” American Political Science Review, 104(2): 307-323

“Remittances: how much money do migrants send home?—interactive.” The Guardian
[Use the interactive data to compare Germany with other countries.]

Week 8: In-Class Writing Assignment

Part IV: International Investment

Week 9: Why do companies invest abroad?
Stylized facts about multinational corporations (MNCs) & foreign direct investment (FDI).
The factors model, “market imperfections” theory, and other economic influences on foreign
investment.

Oatley, 158-194 [164-204]

Yuqing Xing and Neal Detert, “How the iPhone Widens the US Trade Deficit with the
People’s Republic of China,” Asian Development Bank Institute, No. 257 (Dec 2010)

Week 10: Why doesn’t more investment flow to developing countries?
Political risk and the politics of investment regulation. Do democracies attract more investment?

Nathan Jensen, “Political Risk, Democratic Institutions, and Foreign Direct Investment,”
Journal of Politics (Oct 2008), 1040-1052

“Now It’s the People’s Gas,” Economist (May 4, 2006)

David Barboza, “Entrepreneur’s Rival in China: The State,” New York Times (Dec 7,
2011)

Week 11: How and why do states compete for investment?
Tax competition and investment incentives.

Zoe Chace, “Why Apple (And Lots of Other Companies) Wound Up In Ireland,” NPR:
Planet Money (May 22, 2013)

Louise Story, “As Companies Seek Tax Deals, Governments Pay High Price,” New York
Times (Dec 1, 2012).

“United States of Subsidies” dataset, New York Times (2012)
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http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/interactive/2013/jan/31/remittances-money-migrants-home-interactive
http://www.economist.com/node/6888567
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/08/business/an-entrepeneurs-rival-in-china-the-state.html?_r=1&pagewanted=all
http://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=185896057
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/02/us/how-local-taxpayers-bankroll-corporations.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/12/01/us/government-incentives.html


Nathan M. Jensen, “Domestic Institutions and the Taxing of Multinational Corporations,”
International Studies Quarterly (Sep 2013), 440-448

Part V: International Finance

Week 12: Introduction to international currency politics and monetary policy

Oatley, 255-257 first, then 202-212 [241-242 first, then 214-224, 253-254]

David Jolly, “Japan’s Moves to Weaken the Yen Have a Global Effect,” New York Times
(Apr 8, 2013).

Bruce Bartlett, “America’s Most Profitable Export is Cash,” New York Times: Economix
Blog (Apr 9, 2013).

Mishkin, F. S. (2000). “What should central banks do?”

Week 13: Why can’t states get everything they want (in monetary policy)?
Economic constraints on financial policymaking: the “impossible trinity.”+ Optimal currency
area theory.

Andrew Rose, “Currency Unions,” New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, 2nd ed., 2008

“Iran Cracks Down on Dollar Trades,” Wall Street Journal (Jan 17, 2012), A7.

Week 14: The problem of international cooperation on financial policies
Exchange rate coordination. Examples: the US-China currency relationship; Japan; and the US
“quantitative easing” policy of 2009-2014. The politics of the global financial crisis and global
financial imbalances.

Oatley, 225-248, 260-272, 273-297 [237-305], 335-337

The Onion, “Housemates Reject Third-Roommate Debt-Relief Plan” (November 10,
2004).

Michael M. Phillips, “‘Ship Those Boxes, Check the Euro!’ How a Tiny Firm Rides
Foreign-Exchange Waves,” Wall Street Journal (February 7, 2003), C1, C7.

Jeffry A. Frieden, “Globalization and Exchange Rate Policy,” 344-357

Menzie Chinn and Jeffry Frieden, “Reflections on the Causes and Consequences of the
Debt Crisis of 2008,” La Follette Policy Report 19 (Fall 2009), 1-5

Take-Home Writing Assignment Due December 21, 23:59
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http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/09/business/global/yen-slides-close-to-level-of-100-to-the-dollar.html
http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/09/americas-most-profitable-export-is-cash/
https://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/00/11/0011fm.pdf
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052970203735304577164640064408710
http://www.theonion.com/article/housemates-reject-third-roommate-debt-relief-plan-1248
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB104458055572499453
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB104458055572499453

